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REASONS 

Introduction 

[1] Wilkins Farming Co Ltd has appealed the conditions of a water permit granted1 

by the Southland Regional Council. 

1 AUTH-20181529. 
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[2] While Wilkins has previously held a water permit to take and use water to irrigate 

245 ha, 2 Wilkins had not applied to renew the permit, before it expired on 20 October 

2015.3 This appeal,4 therefore, concerns the conditions of consent imposed on the grant 

of a new water permit. 

[3] The appeal was set down for a hearing in February 2020. Immediately prior to 

the hearing the parties requested the hearing be vacated and that the court grant a partial 

consent order to authorise the permit for a seven-year duration subject to various 

conditions. As the application for consent orders was largely unsupported, the court 

declined to vacate the hearing. Shortly after the hearing commenced it became clear 

that neither counsel nor the witnesses were able to discuss complex conditions of 

consent filed late the preceding working day. Consequently, the hearing was adjourned 

with directions that the parties file evidence in support of the new conditions. 

[4] After the hearing was adjourned, the court released a detailed Minute responding 

to the set of conditions in respect of which the parties had earlier sought consent orders.5 

We are grateful for the consideration given to the Minute by the parties. When the hearing 

resumed in July 2020, the parties presented a second set of conditions, being a 

substantial revision of those earlier presented. This decision addresses the condition set 

filed in July 2020.6 

[5] With that said, the decision is a partial determination of the appeal and deals 

mainly with issues arising in relation to the proposed increase in consent duration and 

secondly, rates of abstraction. No decision is made as to the cut-off rate at which 

abstraction must be reduced and ultimately cease. At the request of the parties this 

aspect of the appeal will be put on hold to allow the Regional Council to undertake a 

catchment-wide review of the allocation of water quantity. 7 

Issues for determination 

[6] The following issues arise for determination: 

2 AUTH-201006. 
3 Regional Council's memorandum , 17 December 2018 at [11]. Note: the water take and use continued 
unauthorised for three years after the expiry of the previous permit until the partial commencement of AUTH-
20181529 was allowed. 
4 Amended notice of appeal, 25 July 2019. 

Minute, 21 February 2020. 
Condition set filed by appellant after July hearing adjourned. 
Minute, 21 February 2020 at [6]. 
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(a) can conditions 9-15 be lawfully imposed? 

(b) is the Farm Environmental Management Plan, Phosphorus Mitigation Plan 

and Overseer nutrient budget conditions fit for purpose? 

(c) should the explanatory material prefacing the foregoing conditions be 

approved? 

(d) are the balance of conditions clear, certain and enforceable? 

(e) should the permit be approved for a seven-year duration? 

(f) should the court adjourn the balance of the appeal as requested? 

[7] As this is an appeal against the conditions of consent, the court is not tasked by 

the parties to determine whether the contaminant inputs into the Mataura catchment are 

acceptable. Indeed, the evidence precludes findings of fact being made. 

Draft condition set 

[8] In this decision all condition references are to the set filed by the appellant after 

the July hearing adjourned.8 

National Policy Statement Freshwater Management 2020 and Resource 

Management (National Environmental Standards for Freshwater) Regulations 2020 

[9] The appeal was heard prior to the above planning instruments coming into force 

on 3 September 2020 and we are not invited to undertake an evaluation in light of the 

same. 

Early commencement 

[1 OJ In December 2018 the court granted Wilkins' application pursuant to s 116 of the 

Resource Management Act 1991 ("the Act" or "the RMA") to commence exercise of the 

water permit pending determination of the appeal.9 

The law 
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[12] Section 14 of the Act clearly imposes restrictions on the take and use of water, in 

that: 11 

(2) No person may take, use, dam, or divert any of the following, unless the taking, using, 

damming, or diverting is allowed by subsection (3): 

(a) water other than open coastal water; or 

(b) heat or energy from water other than open coastal water; or 

(c) heat or energy from the material surrounding geothermal water. 

[13] The proposed take and use activities are classified as discretionary activities 

under the operative and proposed Regional Plans. 12 Given this, the consent authority 

may grant or refuse the application for a water permit. If granted, the consent authority 

may impose conditions under s 108.13 

Power to impose conditions 

[14] As noted, this is an appeal against the conditions of consent imposed by the 

Regional Council. The power to impose conditions on the grant of resource consent is 

set out in s 108. Importantly, this power is subject to the limitations in s 108AA, including 

(relevantly) the requirement that the condition is directly connected to an adverse effect 

of the activity on the environment. 14 

[15] Section 108 provides: 

(1) Except as expressly provided in this section and subject to section 108AA and any 

regulations, a resource consent may be granted on any condition that the consent 

authority considers appropriate, including any condition of a kind referred to in 

subsection (2). 

[Sub-sections 2-10 are omitted]. 

Ands 108AA: 

(1) A consent authority must not include a condition in a resource consent for an 

activity unless-

12, s~J3,>-~ 11 RMA, s 14(2). 
-<-.,Y:- - •,,:✓-,-/;\ 12 Operative Regional Water Plan for Southland (amended in accordance with Council and Environment 

\: \ Court decisions, April 2010) [Operative Regional Water Plan], Rule 23(d); and Proposed Southland Water 

\ 
\and Land Plan (Decisions Version, 4 April 2018) [pSWLP], Rule 54(d). 

n j13 RMA, ss 104B and 87A(4). 
'J) }:~ /14 RMA 1991, s 108AA(1)(b)(i). 
C\ ,l'_,_-_1 l 
~'./,~ //'0// ,,,,G """· ~,,.,,, :-,, \1 

,11)' -- . ,,,. . -..:::- / ,. COURT~;\ ,:;;,/ ~~---.,---
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(a) the applicant for the resource consent agrees to the condition; or 

(b) the condition is directly connected to 1 or both of the following: 

(i) an adverse effect of the activity on the environment: 

(ii) an applicable district or regional rule, or a national environmental 

standard; or 

(c) the condition relates to administrative matters that are essential for the 

efficient implementation of the relevant resource consent. 

[Sub-sections 2-5 are omitted]. 

Scope or extent of relevant effects 

[16] When considering an application for resource consent and any submissions 

received, the consent authority, and this court on appeal, must, subject to Part 2, have 

regard to - amongst other matters - the actual and potential effects on the environment 

of allowing the activity. 15 

[17] The meaning of 'effect' is broadly defined by the Act as follows: 16 

In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, the term effect includes

(a) any positive or adverse effect; and 

(b) any temporary or permanent effect; and 

(c) any past, present, or future effect; and 

(d) any cumulative effect which arises over time or in combination with other effects -

regardless of the scale, intensity, duration, or frequency of the effect, and also includes -

(e) any potential effect of high probability; and 

(f) any potential effect of low probability which has a high potential impact. 

[18] Counsel are agreed that the guidance given on the scope or extent of relevant 

effects in Beadle v Minister of Corrections (Beadle)1 7 remains good law. 

[19] Beadle predates the insertion of s 108AA in the Act18 and the decision engages 

with the purpose of the activity for which consent is required and more particularly, the 

issue whether consequential effects arising in relation to that purpose (or "end-use") are 

within scope of s 104(1 )(a). In Beadle, consent was required for earthworks and stream

works to create a site for a correctional facility. Judge Sheppard held that, within limits 

of nexus and remoteness, the court may have regard to the intended end-use of the site 
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as a correctional facility and any consequential effects on the environment, provided 

these effects are not too uncertain or remote. 19 

[20] Applying Beadle to the facts of this case, the Regional Council submits, if an 

adverse effect is within scope of s 104(1 )(a), a condition may be imposed on a resource 

consent pursuant to s 108AA, provided that the condition is directly connected to the 

adverse effect. 2° Counsel for Wilkins agrees with the Regional Council's submission, 21 

as do we. 

Validity of conditions 

[21] Returning to s 108, counsel also agree that, in addition to the restrictions imposed 

in s 108AA, for a condition to be imposed it must also satisfy the tests for validity. Set 

out in the House of Lord's decision of Newbury District Council v Secretary of State for 

the Environment (Newbury), 22 the three tests are: 

(a) the condition must be for a resource management purpose, not for an 

ulterior purpose; 

(b) the condition must fairly and reasonably relate to the development 

authorised by the consent to which the condition is attached; and 

(c) the condition must not be so unreasonable that no reasonable planning 

authority duly appreciating its statutory duties could have approved it. 

[22] As heralded above, an issue has arisen whether some of the conditions imposed 

by the Regional Council are lawful. 

[23] The dispute has two aspects: 

(a) first, whether some conditions lack the necessary connection with the 

activity for which resource consent is required; 

19 Beadle above n 17 at [88) and [90]. 
20 Legal submissions on behalf of Southland Regional Council, 17 July 2020 [Regional Council's 
submissions] at [31]. 
21 Transcript (Carruthers) at 246. 
22 [1981) AC 578, [1980) 1 All ER 731. 
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(b) second, in relation to those conditions controlling activities that are 

otherwise permitted by a Regional Plan; namely part of condition 10 (sheep) 

and conditions 13 and 15 (activities in ephemeral rivers), is it:23 

(i) lawful to impose a condition more stringent than that contained in the 

Regional Plan rules for permitted activities; and 

(ii) appropriate for the Regional Council to impose conditions that 

effectively challenge the provisions of the proposed plan. 

[24) The Regional Council says such conditions are lawful provided that they also 

meet the tests set out in Newbury. 

[25) We decline to rule on whether a condition of consent may be more stringent than 

the standards for permitted activities in the Regional Plan. For reasons that we will give, 

where we do not approve conditions it is because the Regional Council has not raised 

satisfactory evidence to support imposing the same. Therefore, we are not satisfied on 

the evidence before us that the conditions meet Newbury's second or third tests and, on 

that basis, we do not need to decide the matter of stringency. 

[26) Instead, we will consider the proposed conditions under s 108AA in light of the 

guidance given in Beadle. 

Planning instruments 

[27] We heard from two planning witnesses on the instruments relevant to the 

consideration of the contested conditions. While we have kept in mind all the provisions 

referred to us, we highlight Objectives 1 and 3 of the proposed Southland Water and 

Land Plan ("pSWLP") as these orientate the court's attention (and that of the Regional 

Council and of Wilkins) onto the health and mauri of the waterbody and, it follows, of the 

environment and people. We disagree with the appellant's planner when he said "there 

is no implementation plan in place to achieve the pSWLP objectives". 24 We agree with 

the Regional Council's planner that, pending the introduction of the Freshwater 

Management Units via a future plan change, water quality can (and, indeed, we add must) 

be addressed on a case-by-case basis.25 

23 Legal submissions on behalf of Wilkins Farming Co Limited, 16 July 2020 [Wilkins' submissions] at [3.8]. 
Citing: 88 The Strand v Auckland City Council [2002] NZMA 475 at [15], Palmerston North City Council v 
ury [2008] NZRMA at [23]-[25] and Bell v Rodney District Council [2003] NZRMA 559 at [9], [25] and [67]). 

4 Engel, supplementary evidence, 19 March 2020 at [12]. 
5 Maciaszek, supplementary evidence, 29 May 2020 at [33]. 
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State of the Environment 

[28] Dr Freeman26 for the applicant and Dr Young27 for the Regional Council provided 

briefs of evidence on water quality in the Mataura River. They both referred to data on 

the Land Air Water Aotearoa website. There are 17 relevant water quality monitoring 

sites in the Mataura catchment, four of these are on the main stem of the river and the 

remainder are on smaller tributary streams. Wilkins' property is adjacent to the Mataura 

River, situated upstream of all but one of these monitoring sites. Both experts agreed 

that the main stem of the Mataura River would be the direct surface water receiving 

environment for contaminant losses from Wilkins' farm. 

[29] The experts provided different perspectives on the water quality data. Dr 

Freeman concentrated on the four water quality monitoring sites closest to Wilkins' farm, 

one on the Mataura River and three on tributaries. 28 Data from these sites has been used 

to inform his opinion that the Mataura River water quality is likely degrading across 

several standards with three common significant issues: high concentrations of faecal 

indicator microorganisms, raised nutrient concentrations, and poor clarity (at times).29 

[30] Dr Young's evidence referred to all of the relevant water quality monitoring sites 

in the Mataura River catchment. 30 He noted that leaching of contaminants, particularly 

nitrate-nitrogen, is significant in Old Mataura, Oxidising, and Riverine physiographic 

zones that are present at Wilkins' farm. 31 Summarising the data, Dr Young says it is his 

opinion that surface water quality in the catchment is generally poor, with high 

concentrations of faecal indicator bacteria, in excess of the National Objectives 

Framework's bottom line values, at most sites.32 

[31] Dr Young and Dr Freeman participated in court-facilitated expert conferencing at 

which they agreed on the current water quality of the Mataura River. 33 Unfortunately, 

they did not set out what the nature of this agreed water quality was but, as we outline in 

the paragraphs above, we can conclude that water quality in the Mataura River is likely 

26 Freeman, EiC, 6 November 2019. 
27 Young, EiC, 15 November 2019. 
28 Freeman, EiC, 6 November 2019, Tables 2-5 at 14-17. 
29 At [38]-[41]. 
30 Young, EiC, 15 November 2019 at [41]. 
31 At [14]. 
32 At [18]. 
33 Water Quality Joint Witness Statement, 28 November 2019, Agreed Matters at 2. 
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degrading and that the contaminants of concern that are relevant to Wilkins' farm are, in 

order of significance, nitrogen, faecal indicator bacteria, phosphorus, and sediment. 

Overview of the condition set 

[32] The Regional Council granted the water permit for a two-year duration. While 

Wilkins appealed seeking 15-year duration, they have amended the appeal reducing the 

duration sought to seven years. 

[33] The duration of the permit is correlated with an increase in contaminant load in 

the environment. A change in water quality may have consequential effects on the 

environment which are primarily cumulative effects and include effects that may be 

spatially located far distant from Wilkins' farm. And, as the RMA definition of "cumulative 

effects" connotes, these effects are (or are likely to be) the consequence of many 

interacting processes, including processes unrelated to the activity for which consent is 

required. The fact that the quantum of contaminants that will arrive in the waterbody is a 

variable creates uncertainty for the consent authority and an applicant for resource 

consent when contemplating consent conditions. This uncertainty is characteristic of 

farming, as it is a dynamic, open system. 

[34] Given this, we have found it helpful to consider effects, including cumulative 

effects, through the lens of risk. We approach risk as the product of likelihood and 

consequence. Thus, the important considerations are: 

(a) what is the likelihood that a contaminant might be lost from the farming 

system; and 

(b) what are the consequences associated with this contaminant entering the 

receiving environment? 

[35] The term "likelihood" is strongly correlated with the "farming system". While 

referred to extensively in evidence, the term "farming system" was not defined but, for 

present purposes, we define it as an all-encompassing term that applies to farm land and 

production taking place on farm land (including the management of the same). 34 

"Consequences" are the cumulative adverse effects of the contaminants when they reach 

already degraded Mataura River. 

See Transcript (Maciaszek) at 95 for a definition of "farm system". 
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[36] Were we to focus solely on the consequences (i.e. effects) side of the risk matrix 

(likelihood x consequence), it is unlikely we could find that Wilkins' take and use of 

groundwater will have a measurable change in water quality in the Mataura River. Taking 

such a finding to its (il)logical conclusion, no individual farmer could be found to be having 

a measurable effect, thus no action would be taken to address the degraded state of the 

Mataura River. 

Irrigation area 

[37] We have at least three plans showing different areas of land to be irrigated under 

this permit. This includes a plan attached to the application for resource consent and 

labelled "CB 199" that records Sharrow Flats as extending north beyond a belt of trees; 

secondly, a plan attached to Mr M Wilkins evidence where the land to be irrigated under 

this permit excludes the land north of the trees and excludes land east of his dwelling and 

finally, the FEMP that does not have a plan of Sharrow Flats - but we understand the 

permit area is that area of land shaded green and orange on the Management Blocks 

Map. Parties will be directed to produce a plan of the land area to be irrigated under this 

permit and to confirm the land area is 159 ha as we were told. 

Issue: can conditions 9-15 be lawfully imposed? 

Appellant's submission 

[38] Wilkins opposes the imposition of seven conditions (being conditions 9-15) 

proposed by the Regional Council in response to degrading water quality in the Mataura 

catchment. The text of these conditions is attached to this decision and labelled "A"'. 

[39] Wilkins submits there is no justification to impose these conditions35 and the 

conditions are opposed on the grounds that: 

(a) the conditions are not directly connected to the effects of irrigation, being 

the activity authorised by this consent; 36 and 

(b) three conditions, or sub-clauses thereof, purport to control activities that are 

permitted under the pSWLP.37 
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[40) More particularly, Wilkins submits the contested conditions do not satisfy s 108AA 

of the Resource Management Act 1991 insofar as the conditions are either not directly 

connected to an adverse effect of the activity on the environment or, secondly, a rule in 

the regional plan.38 Indeed, we were told many of the contested conditions simply reflect 

Wilkins' current farm practices. Where Wilkins' farm practices deviate from the proposed 

conditions of consent, it is in relation to those activities that are permitted by the pSWLP. 

[41] Save in relation to conditions addressing activities that are permitted under the 

pSWLP, 39 if the court were to reach the contrary view to Wilkins, the text of the conditions 

is agreed.40 

[42) With the exception of some Overseer conditions,41 the balance of the water quality 

conditions (being conditions 18-50) are not opposed by Wilkins. These conditions are 

either directly connected to an adverse effect of irrigation,42 or are agreed to by Wilkins.43 

Regional Council response 

[43) The contested conditions are said to address the effect of the use of water, 

including effects resulting from intensified production that is enabled by irrigation. If 

implemented, the conditions would ensure farm practices are adopted which will reduce 

losses of contaminants to water.44 

[44) To determine whether the conditions are directly connected to the effects of the 

activity, the Regional Council submits that the court must decide: 

(a) what is the activity in relation to which resource consent is sought? 

(b) what are the effects of the activity? and 

(c) whether the conditions are directly connected to the effects of the activity. 

[45) There was debate between counsel as to the activity for which Wilkins sought 

consent. We find there are two activities in relation to which resource consent was 

38 At [3.10]-[3.12]. 
39 Conditions 1 O and 25(f), condition 13 and condition 15(a). 
40 Wilkins' submissions above n 23 at [1.5]. 
41 Conditions 39-44. 

RMA, s 108M(1)(b)(i). 
RMA, s 108M(1 )(a). See Wilkins' submissions above n 23 at [2.5] and [3.1 O]. 

44 Condition Set above n 8, 'Water Quality Section' at 14, introductory words appearing in italics. 
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sought: a take and a use.45 Wilkins sought a water permit to take groundwater and, 

secondly, to use groundwater to irrigate crops and pasture.46 As to the distinction 

between the activity in relation to which resource consent is sought and, secondly, the 

purpose of the activity: see Aotearoa Water Action v Canterbury Regional Council [2020) 

NZHC 1625 at [99)-(113) and also [82). 

[46) The groundwater is to be used to irrigate crops and pasture within the irrigation 

area, i.e. 159 ha labelled "Block 1" and "Block 2" in the application for resource consent47 

and referred to in evidence as Sharrow Flats. While Wilkins has previously undertaken 

intensive winter grazing of deer and dairy cows within this area, counsel advised the 

grazing of dairy cows would cease and, further, Wilkins will comply with the standard 

pertaining to land area in the pSWLP permitted activity rule for winter grazing activities.48 

Conditions said not to be directly connected to the effects of the use of water for 

irrigation authorised by this consent 

Condition 9 

[47] Condition 9 limits the length of time land can be left fallow following intensive 

winter grazing. The operative Regional Water Plan describes the risk associated with 

winter grazing this way: 49 

Intensive winter grazing is considered to have a high risk of adversely affecting water quality 

as it results in bare, often pugged soil, with concentrated amounts of effluent on the soil 

surface. Rainfall and the resultant overland flow can transport sediment and effluent into 

surface water bodies and artificial watercourses. 

[48) The longer land is left fallow after intensive winter grazing, the greater the 

likelihood for nutrients to be lost to a water body. 

45 Regional Council's submissions above n 20 at [18]. 
46 As recorded in the Regional Council's submissions, above n 20 at [19], the application together with the 

~-·-~-... ___ Assessment of Environmental Effects variously describes the purpose for which water will be used in terms 
v:,S ~~--.! ,··'-, of irrigating 'pasture and crop'; 'livestock farming and cropping'; 'grazing, cutting silage or cropping'; 'deer 
"'-/ '"<~.:\. farming and cropping'; and 'grazing and cropping'. 
/ A.e, .... jjµ.. d• \ \ 47 Common Bundle at CB199, Application for Resource Consent, Appendix 2, Plan of Irrigation Areas, 

t?:)~ \~",1;' ,/;)! aipounamu Road, Riversdale, Southland. The joint memorandum of counsel, 7 February 2020, at [6] notes 
, z (. ~ ( :) ~!)Sli}f : / ) i;., tat: "[t]h~ Appellant has also offered to ~urrender part of its consent by limiting th7 land to be irrigated under 

\
i, '1,J"·~:.1,.~.{F~·.· f}); / :; Jhe ~e~mIt to the_ la~d owned by the applicant and not t~e 'leased area' approved m the consent". 
S;:

1
~\, 'ti!t;'~J/ti\ /~::;/'48 Wilkins' subm1ss1ons above n 23 at [4.4] and Transcript at p 247-248. 

\,~'1:>·:·-,.---·-; / . :'../ 49 Operative Regional Water Plan above n 12, Land Use Rules, Rule 2.2.1 (b), Explanation. 
'¾,;, CO/IPT 0 1 f 

"","Ca..,-.~_'_,,,~.., ,.;~,.,,,.-·· 
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[49] That said, there is no nexus that we were made aware of between the length of 

time land is left fallow and the irrigation of that land the following season. The length of 

time land spends fallow appears independent of the use of water to irrigate land.50 

[50] Condition 9, as drafted, requires good management practice. This is a matter that 

should be addressed in the Farm Environmental Management Plan ("FEMP"). Therefore, 

we do not approve this condition. 

Conditions 11 and 12 

[51] Conditions 11 and 12 limit the rate at which nitrogen and phosphorus, 

respectively, is applied as a component of fertiliser. Where the rate of application to land 

exceeds plant requirements, the irrigation of that land may cause nutrient losses to a 

water body.51 The risk of an adverse ecological effect consequential upon a change in 

water quality is therefore directly related to the use of fertilisers and so we approve the 

imposition of these conditions. 

[52] Alternatively, a condition could be imposed precluding irrigation of land upon 

which nutrients, exceeding the Code of Practice, have been applied.52 Such a condition 

would be justified with reference to the effects of the irrigation on the environment. 

However, the Regional Council's proffered condition has the same effect and would be 

more straightforward and less restrictive than the alternative. 

Condition 10 

[53] Condition 10 requires the consent holder to back-fence sheep and cattle when 

undertaking intensive winter grazing. 

[54] Intensive winter grazing is defined in the pSWLP and means "[g]razing of stock 

between May and September (inclusive) on forage crops (including brassica, beet and 

root vegetable crops), excluding pasture and cereal crops".53 Stock is defined and 

includes cattle and sheep.54 

0 We understand that at this farm whether land needs to be irrigated to establish winter crops depends on 
a tual rainfall and soil moisture levels. 
51 · e include surface water and groundwater. 

he standards in the conditions are those recommended in the New Zealand Fertiliser Association Code 
ractice (Transcript at 76 and 102). 

pSWLP above n 12 at 109. 
4 At 116. 
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[55] A rule in the pSWLP permits intensive winter grazing subject to certain 

conditions. 55 Those conditions include a limitation on stock numbers. For cattle, the mob 

size is not to exceed 120 animals.56 There is no restriction on sheep numbers. Across 

its 411.5 ha farm Wilkins grazes up to 1,600 cattle every two out of six years, this includes 

grazing on the 159 ha to be irrigated under this water permit. 57 

[56] Back-fencing is a method to ensure urine and dung are evenly distributed across 

the paddock.58 Also, unless well managed, grazing cattle (at least) may damage soil by 

sealing/compacting or pugging the soil's surface.59 

[57] While Wilkins states that they will no longer undertake intensive winter grazing of 

cattle in Sharrow Flats, the appellant does not oppose the imposition of the condition for 

this reason. 60 At odds with what we were told about the use of land for this purpose, the 

FEMP continues to refer to intensive winter grazing of cattle within the 159 ha of land to 

be irrigated. Our findings on the application of condition 10 to cattle are therefore subject 

to Wilkins clarifying whether the condition be deleted in its entirety on the basis that they 

have ceased intensive winter grazing of dairy cows within the permit area. 

Condition 10 - cattle 

[58] We note Mrs Higginson, an environmental consultant giving evidence on behalf 

of Wilkins, generally did not support the wording of the condition as she considered it 

does not allow for the consideration of animal welfare or health and safety. 61 If the 

condition was imposed, she only supported back-fencing where practical. On the other 

hand, subject to the lawfulness of the condition, counsel for Wilkins takes no issue with 

the wording of the condition62 and so, if confirmed, we will leave animal health and welfare 

concerns to be addressed by the FEMP. 

[59] We heard no evidence addressing the remediation of the soil structure prior to re

sowing or direct drilling. Therefore, we cannot discount the likelihood of nutrient loss with 

consequential adverse effects (principally ecological) were land to be irrigated following 

55 Rule 20(aa)(i). 
56 Rule 20(a)(iii)(3)(E). 
57 Transcript (Wilkins) at 32-33. Winter grazing for some 2,500 deer occurs every year, but not within the 
permit area. 
58 Maciaszek, supplementary evidence, 29 May 2020 at [55]. 
59 For discussion on compaction risk, see: Transcript (Higginson) at 91 and 98 and Transcript (Young) at 
161. 
60 Wilkins' submissions above n 23 at [4.4] and Transcript at p 247 - 248. 
61 Higginson, supplementary rebuttal evidence, 10 June 2020 at [14]. 
62 Wilkins' submissions above n 23 at [1.5(c)]. 
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a period of intensive grazing. Back-fencing of cattle reduces the likelihood of nutrient 

loss following irrigation and so, if Wilkins confirm their intention to continue intensive 

winter grazing, we will approve the reference to cattle in this condition. 

Condition 10 - sheep 

[60] Condition 10 also requires the consent holder to back-fence sheep during 

intensive winter grazing. 

[61] Wilkins objects to the inclusion of sheep in the condition on the grounds that the 

rule in the pSWLP that permits intensive winter grazing expressly excludes sheep from 

the requirement to back-fence stock.63 In addition, we note that there is no restriction on 

mob size as a condition of this rule. 

[62] The Regional Council did not provide technical support addressing the likelihood 

of nutrient losses resulting from intensive winter grazing of sheep. Assuming mob size 

is a factor relevant to the determination of 'intensive' grazing and that mob size is 

correlated with the likelihood of nutrient loss, we have no basis to reach a view on 

consequential effects of irrigating land following sheep grazing. Therefore, if this 

condition is still required, we do not approve the inclusion of the reference to sheep as 

part of this condition. 

Condition 14 

[63] Condition 14 requires Wilkins to maintain its current soil testing programme, the 

outputs of which are used to map soil fertility. Once done, these maps inform decisions 

about fertiliser requirements and variable rate spreading. 

[64] The Regional Council has not demonstrated a nexus between the soil testing 

programme and irrigation. Subject to compliance with conditions 11 and 12, the soil 

testing programme is an example of good management practice, and a matter better left 

to be addressed in the FEMP. 

Rule 20(a)(iii)(3)(B). See Wilkins' submissions at [3.15(b}]. 
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Conditions pertaining to permitted activities 

Conditions 13 and 15 - activities in ephemeral rivers 

[65] The purpose of conditions 13 and 15 is to control stock access to, and the 

discharge of fertilisers within, an abandoned river braid located on Wilkins' property. The 

FEMP prepared on behalf of Wilkins locates an abandoned braid of the Mataura River 

and identifies this as both an "ephemeral river" and a "critical source area". 

[66] The pSWLP defines "ephemeral rivers" as:64 

Rivers which only contain flowing or standing water following rainfall events or extended 

periods of above average rainfall. 

And "critical source area" as:65 

(a) a landscape feature like a gully, swale or a depression that accumulates runoff 

(sediment and nutrients) from adjacent flats and slopes, and delivers it to surface water 

bodies (including lakes, rivers, artificial watercourses and modified watercourses) or 

subsurface drainage systems; and 

(b) areas which arise through land use activities and management approaches (including 

cultivation and winter grazing) which result in contaminants being discharged from the 

activity and being delivered to surface water bodies. 

[67] The conditions are opposed upon the grounds that these activities are permitted 

by rules in the pSWLP.66 Rule 14 applies to the discharge of fertiliser and states: 

(a) The discharge offertiliser onto or into land in circumstances where contaminants may 

enter water is a permitted activity provided the following conditions are met: 

(i) other than for incidental discharges of windblown fertiliser dust, there is no 

direct discharge of fertiliser into a lake, river (excluding ephemeral rivers), 

artificial watercourse, modified watercourse, or natural wetland or into 

groundwater; and 

[68] While we were not addressed by the planners on this matter, it appears to us that 

under this rule discharges to a critical source area require resource consent. 

above n 12 at 108. 
At 107. 
Rule 14 and Rule 20(aa). 
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[69] Rule 20(aa), permits (unless otherwise stated) intensive winter grazing, cultivation 

and disturbance by livestock of ephemeral streams and Rule 20(a)(iii)(F) requires critical 

source areas to be grazed last. 

[70] Mr Wilkins, the Managing Director of the Wilkins Farming Co Ltd, gave evidence 

that the braid feature was blocked off from the main river by flood protection works, stating 

he had only seen water in it perhaps four times in his lifetime in association with a flood 

event in the river. 67 In other words, water does not pond in this feature following rainfall. 

Furthermore, the feature does not have an outlet into the Mataura River or any other 

surface water body.68 Mr Wilkins' evidence was not challenged. 

[71] On our site visit, we saw evidence of the recent presence of water within the 

feature associated with the very large flood event that had occurred a few days prior, 

when most of the floodplain was underwater. Mr Wilkins' description of the braid feature 

accords with our observations made during the visit. 

[72] The identification of the feature as a critical source area was a reason given for 

seeking the conditions be imposed on the consents. 69 It is our finding that the feature is 

mis-identified in the FEMP as a critical source area. That said, we acknowledge the 

identification of any critical source area is important because these features accumulate 

runoff (sediment and nutrients) from adjacent flats and slopes and discharge the same to 

surface water. In other words, critical source areas are contaminant pathways to surface 

water bodies. 

[73] The pSWLP defines an ephemeral river as "a river which only contains flowing or 

standing water following rainfall events or extended periods of above average rainfall".70 

The accumulation of contaminants within the bed of an ephemeral river presents a 

different pathway associated with rising groundwater levels following rainfall. The 

concern here is with the potential for nutrients to pool within an ephemeral river creating 

a localised "hot spot". 71 However, if this were happening we would have expected to see 

a trace of the nutrients within the results of the soil samples but we do not. There was 

no apparent concentration of nutrients within the feature. 
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[74] The feature is likely a channel fragment disconnected from the Mataura River and 

is one of numerous abandoned braids on the floodplain of the Mataura River. 72 Given 

the feature is a fragment of disconnected channel, now unrelated to the river system, that 

rarely holds water except in flood events, we do not consider it to be either an ephemeral 

river or critical source area as defined by the pSWLP. 

[75] Therefore, we find, there is insufficient nexus between the feature and the use of 

water for irrigation. Consequently, we do not approve conditions 13 and 15(a). The 

exclusion of stock from the feature when there is flowing or ponded water present 

(condition 15(b)), accords with good management practice but, again, this practice is 

unconnected with use of water for irrigation and is to be addressed in the FEMP. 

[76] As an aside, we do not consider it good practice for the planning or nutrient 

management advisors to simply accept the existence of a putative fact without inquiry, 

i.e. the feature is a critical source area and ephemeral river. There is a cost associated 

with the imposition of conditions on Wilkins without any apparent benefit for the 

environment. 

Farm Environmental Management Plan (conditions 18-28) 

Discussion and findings 

[77] Conditions 18-28 detail requirements for a FEMP with specific requirements 

relating to the 159 ha to be irrigated under the water permit. 

[78] Wilkins prepared a draft FEMP, a copy of which was provided to the court.73 The 

plan covers the whole of Wilkins 411 ha Sharrow Downs farm, not just the 159 ha 

irrigation block that is the subject of this decision. The court is not required to approve 

the draft FEMP: the draft FEMP is instead to be certified by a Certified Nutrient 

Management Advisor as being "consistent" with the conditions of this consent. 

[79] As an aside, it is likely that the FEMP will require revision to bring it in line with 

the final conditions including, for example, addressing whether intensive winter grazing 

of 159 ha by cattle is contemplated, aligning the FEMP's objective for nutrient 

management with the conditions of consent74 and documenting mahinga kai values. 

72 Transcript (Hughes) at 54. 
73 Wilkins, supplementary evidence, 20 March 2020 , attachment. 
74 The nutrient management objective is given as: 
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[80] The proposed FEMP conditions are in addition to the requirements in pSWLP: 

Appendix N. The conditions do not themselves specify any outcome for the environment. 

When presented with a similar set of conditions in February 2020 we gave feedback in a 

detailed Minute, observing at paragraph [45]: 75 

Management plans can be useful in that they describe the methods (practices and 

procedures) to achieve the conditions of a consent. While the Farm Environmental 

Management Plan (FEMP) is to conform with Appendix N of the pSWLP, the proposed 

conditions do not identify any outcomes for the environment. That said, we note the 

Phosphorus Mitigation Plan appears to have an intended outcome of reducing the risk of P 

loss. 

And at paragraph [47]: 

The conditions addressing management plans typically state the outcomes to be achieved 

by the practices and procedures in the plan e.g. as a minimum, Wilkins' objective is to 

demonstrate continued improvement in land use and water management practices. Given 

that the plans are to be submitted each year to the Council, the outcomes are timebound 

and measurable. Our key proposition is this - the role of Overseer is to verify the 

achievability of the plan's objectives (for N and P at least). In terms of the objective 

described above, Overseer would verify that there is continuing reduction in nutrients from 

the baseline. 

[81] In response, first, the parties propose to insert explanatory material (here and 

elsewhere) as to the purpose of the conditions in the body of the text. Such material is 

likely unenforceable for compliance purposes, nor able to be reviewed under s 129 of the 

Act, and we come back to this later. 

Condition 18 

[82] Secondly, the parties propose to amend condition 18 so that it includes a 

requirement that the FEMP demonstrate improvement in land use and water 

management practices, as follows: 

The consent holder shall maintain and implement a Farm Environmental Management Plan 

(FEMP) prepared in accordance with Appendix N of the proposed Southland Water and 

Land Plan or the Farm Environmental Management Plan requirements of any subsequent 

• Use of nutrients efficiently and minimise nutrient losses to water 
• Nutrient losses must not exceed consented limits (if applicable). 

(Draft FEMP at 25). 
75 Minute, 21 February 2020. 
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version of the Plan to demonstrate improvement in land use and water management 

practices. 

[83] We observe that "improvement" is a relative term, and the FEMP will need to 

demonstrate continuing improvement relative to the current-day farm system. In other 

words, under this condition the production of a FEMP is not a static one-off event. 

Condition [xxx] 

[84] Still missing is a condition that simply states the outcome of the management 

plan. Ultimately, is the attainment of this outcome that is to be certified. If correct, we 

suggest adding a new condition, condition [xxx] as follows: 

The FEMP is to achieve the following outcome: 

Good management practices are identified that will avoid, as a first priority, losses of 

contaminants whether by drainage thro·ugh the soil to groundwater or by surface flow or any 

other pathway into surface waterbodies or, if avoidance is not practical, then the FEMP will 

identify effective practices to minimise losses of contaminants. 

[85] We will direct the parties to respond to the court's wording either confirming (with 

or without amendment) or proposing alternative wording to address the outcome to be 

achieved by the FEMP. Note: The wording is based on that proposed by the parties to 

the appeals on the pSWLP, including Wilkins. 

Condition 20 

[86] Jumping ahead slightly, condition 20 is a certifying clause. If the conditions do 

not specify an outcome of the FEMP, then a certificate that the FEMP is 'consistent' with 

the conditions of consent might suffice. If condition [xxx] is approved, the certifier is to 

attest that the FEMP will be effective to achieve the conditions of consent. The 

certification for the Phosphorus Mitigation Plan (condition 30), also requires that plan be 

"effective". 

Condition 19 

[87] Condition 19 lists the requirements of the FEMP that are specific to the area to be 

by the water take that is the subject of this decision. The amendments proposed 

the appellants are approved, noting that further amendments are to be made to sub

(h) to delete reference to condition 9. 
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Condition 25 

[88] Condition 25 sets out requirements for the Winter Grazing Plan. We comment: 

(a) for consistency with terminology in the pSWLP, consider whether the title of 

the plan will be amended to "Intensive Winter Grazing Plan". If so, the same 

amendment will be required in condition 19; 

(b) sub-clause 25(d), consider whether, in addition to soil compaction, to 

include pugging; and 

(c) amend sub-clause 25(f) if condition 10 is to be deleted in its entirety. 

Phosphorus Mitigation Plan (conditions 29-35) 

Introduction 

[89] Phosphorus ("P") is a contaminant which adheres to soil particles and is carried 

to the river as sediment via overland flow and soil erosion processes. Topography is a 

key factor in the risk of Ploss, with steeper slopes more susceptible than flat slopes.76 

[90] While surface water quality downstream of the proposed water take is generally 

poor, concentrations of total and dissolved P are low and at or below relevant 

guidelines. 77 Drs Freeman and Young agree the primary cause of poor water quality in 

the Mataura catchment is contaminant losses from agricultural land use. 78 

[91] Overseer models P loss as a function of surface run-off. 79 This modelling of P 

does not, however, take account of topography or the full range of measures available to 

attenuate P losses. For cropping farms, Overseer outputs are considered uncertain80 

and, given this, it is possible that Overseer may over-predict the risk of P losses at this 

property. 

[92] While P losses have been modelled, the model's predictions are too uncertain to 

be taken up into the conditions of consent. Instead, the parties and their experts agree 

that Ploss is better addressed through a Phosphorus Mitigation Plan (PMP). 

76 Transcript at 95. 
77 Young, EiC, 15 November, at [20]. 
78 At [43]. 
79 Transcript (Higginson)at 103 .. 
80 Transcript (Higginson) at 91; Transcript (Freeman) at 125-126. 
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[93] In their Joint Witness Statement, Ors Freeman and Young recommend amending 

the conditions of consent to require the PMP be certified as being "highly likely to 

significantly reduce long-term annual average phosphorus losses compared to what had 

likely been occurring prior to 2020".81 "Highly likely" pertains to the level of confidence 

required as to occurrence of an event (namely a reduction in the concentration of P), 

whereas "significantly reduce" addresses the quantum or level of change.82 Although 

they continue to support these standards, the change was not carried through into the 

condition set.83 We come back to this in the context of condition 30, but flag here our 

concern with the use of quantitative language (i.e. "significantly reduce") to achieve a 

qualitative outcome where P losses are neither modelled nor measured. 

[94] That said, Dr Freeman documented a number of P loss mitigation measures that 

have proven effective in New Zealand farming systems.84 It is his evidence that planted 

riparian buffer strips are the primary method for reducing the risk of P losses for both 

cropping and pastoral farms. He was also of the opinion that a bund at the end of the 

irrigated paddocks adjacent to the river would be effective to attenuate P.85 However, 

these measures taken by themselves may not "significantly reduce" P because the site 

is relatively flat and topography does not appear to be a controlling factor in losses of P 

through run-off.86 Consequently, a range of measures may need to be taken that respond 

proportionately to the risk of run-off. 87 

[95] As an aside, if implemented, the measures identified by Dr Freeman will have the 

added benefit of reducing sediment and faecal indicator organism loss to surface water, 

although the reduction would not be quantifiable.88 

[96] We turn now to address the proposed PMP conditions. 

Phosphorus Mitigation Plan (PMP) conditions 29-35 
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Condition 29 

[97) Condition 29 requires a PMP to be developed with the objective of identifying and 

implementing effective measures that reduce P losses to surface water from the irrigation 

area. The condition refers to "estimated losses" of P, which are a carry-over from the 

February 2020 condition set when P output was to be modelled by Overseer which is no 

longer proposed. 

[98) We do not yet understand what is meant by "estimated losses" and how these are 

to be established. Presently, the entire condition is uncertain and we cannot approve it. 

That aside, the content of the condition is somewhat repetitive and consequently the 

condition lacks clarity. 

[99) That said, if the intention of the condition is to state the purpose of the 

management plan, then we wonder whether the new condition, condition [xxx] is 

sufficient. 69 

[100) Finally, and importantly, the condition, as presently worded, talks about "P losses 

to water from the irrigation area authorised by this consent" (our emphasis). This phrase 

can be read in one of two ways. First, P losses are authorised by this consent and 

second, it is the irrigation area that is authorised by this consent. We have trouble with 

the former as the permit, not being a discharge permit, does not authorise the discharge 

of contaminants. We have no trouble with the second reading. However, given our 

uncertainty, the parties are to consider rephrasing while bearing in mind that the phrase 

appears in other conditions which may likewise require amendment. 

Condition 30 

[101) Condition 30 specifies independent certification of the PMP and is agreed by the 

parties. The condition requires that a Certified Nutrient Management Advisor certify that 

the P mitigation measures in the PMP are effective in reducing the losses of P and 

secondly, employing quantitative language, the certifier is to confirm the PMP measures 

are likely to result in "long-term annual average reduction in phosphorus loss to water". 

As noted, Overseer is not available to estimate P losses in this case and, given this, we 

do not know how the quantitative measure of "long-term annual average reduction in 

phosphorus loss to water" will be determined. We will direct the parties to consider 

69 The PMP is a requirement of the FEMP under condition 19. 
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alternative wording that achieves what we understand is the qualitative outcome of the P 

loss measures, without the use of quantitative language. Unless there is good reason to 

include the qualifier "generally" in sub-clause (a), this qualification is to be deleted. 

Overseer nutrient budgets90 (conditions 36-46) 

Introduction 

[102] In the condition set presented in February 2020, the Regional Council proposed, 

and the appellant agreed, nitrogen (N) and P would be maintained at or below the 

baseline contaminant loss rates of 35kg/ha/year N and 0.1 kg/ha/year P. 

[103] In response, we said:91 

We are concerned at the reliance placed on Overseer to assess water quality and its role 

as the anchor for consent conditions. Overseer is not the environment that is being worked 

on, yet we think there is a strong likelihood its outputs will become the proxy for the desired 

state of the water quality environment and this is problematic when water quality is already 

degraded. There is also a risk that Overseer may become part of the problem if the core 

purposes of the model and it's application in this case, is [sic] not properly understood and 

reflected in the conditions of consent. 

[104] Overseer performs two functions in this set of conditions. First, to confirm consent 

holder compliance with the conditions of consent and second, to drive continuing consent 

holder engagement with good management practices across the property.92 

[105] We elaborate, Overseer is not used in this case to assess compliance with a 

catchment-based N loss property target. Dr Freeman's evidence was that many of the 

concerns about uncertainties over Overseer estimates are focused on the comparison of 

a farm nutrient loss estimate with an absolute catchment-derived N loss target prescribed 

in a regional plan and/or resource consent. This is a very different application than the 

property-specific comparison in this case. Given that the reference point is one existing 

property, located in an area such as that used to calibrate key components (or sub

models) of Overseer, uncertainties in the model's output are reduced significantly.93 This 

evidence was unchallenged. 

90 This is not a discharge permit authorising the discharge of contaminants. We understand the sub-title is 
a reference to a report produced by Overseer. 
91 Minute, 21 February 2020 at [27]. 
92 Transcript (Maciaszek) at 205. 
93 Freeman, supplementary evidence, 19 March ~020 at [16]-[17]. 
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[106] We now consider the Overseer N budget requirements in conditions 36-46. 

Overseer nutrient budgets - conditions 36-46 

[107] Overseer modelling is used to estimate modelled losses of N to water relative to 

a baseline developed for Wilkins' farm. 94 The purpose of conditions 36-46 is to verify N 

losses were reduced relative to the baseline. The reduction of N losses is to be achieved 

through the other conditions of consent, in particular by operating in accordance with the 

good management practices recorded in the FEMP. 

[108] Conditions 36 and 37 set out the Overseer modelling and reporting requirements, 

being, we were told, standard requirements where Overseer is used in New Zealand.95 

Condition 36 

[109] Condition 36 sets out the requirement for N losses to groundwater, modelled as 

a four-year rolling average, to be maintained below the baseline N loss rate for the years 

ending 30 June 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019. The condition differs in respect from the 

February 2020 condition set where N and P were to be maintained "at or below" the 

baseline (our emphasis). 

[11 O] The appellant proposes to further amend the condition to introduce a statement 

about the purpose for undertaking the modelling. The additional wording is "to provide 

additional certainty that the farm's operation is improving water quality by reducing its 

nitrogen losses to water" and is taken from explanatory material included in the condition 

set.96 The qualification is unnecessary, and we do not approve the same. 

[111] Furthermore, the appellant would amend the condition by including a new sub

clause (c), to establish how the four-year rolling average is determined. While the 

Regional Council agreed in principle to this change during the hearing, they will be 

provided an opportunity to comment on the appellant's proposed wording. 97 

94 At [16]. 
95 Freeman supplementary evidence dated 19 March 2020 at [72]. 
96 Transcript (Caruthers) at 257-258. 
97 Transcript (Maw) at 258. 
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Condition 37 

[112] The preamble to condition 37 repeats the requirements for modelling set out in 

condition 45. If this is the case, would the condition be clearer if the repetitive wording 

was deleted and the provision cross-referenced as follows: 

Each year, in accordance with Conditions 45 and 46, the consent holder shall: 

(a) model the baseline nitrogen loss rate specified in Condition 36; 

(b) model the nitrogen loss for the previous year from 1 July to 30 June; and 

(c) calculate the four-year rolling average of nitrogen loss rate. 

Conditions 39 - 44 

[113] As noted, it is a purpose of the conditions to drive consent holder engagement 

with good management practices across the property. Conditions 39-44 set out detailed 

self-reporting requirements for the consent holder in the event the Overseer modelling in 

conditions 36-37 return exceedances. The complexity of nutrient budget conditions was 

the main reason for the court adjourning the hearing earlier this year. While the condition 

set has been substantially revised, this was not the case for the nutrient budget 

conditions, which remained largely unexplained. During the hearing, three experts 

endeavoured to assist the court by providing flow diagrams to demonstrate their 

operation. In the end Mr Doesburg, counsel for the Regional Council, provided a flow 

diagram that was comprehensive as to their intended operation.98 

[114] Dr Freeman expressed concern over the level of detailed operational control and 

reporting in the conditions. 99 He was not aware of other regions (including Canterbury, 

Waikato, and the Bay of Plenty) adopting this approach. 100 While not doubting the overall 

value of these measures, he considered they were better suited to non-consent 

documents such as FAQs.1°1 

[115] Conditions 37(d) and 39-44 have the purpose of encouraging consent holder 

engagement with Overseer as a tool to aid understanding how changes in a farm system 

drive variation in N losses and thus to plan in advance for how the consent holder will 

remain compliant with the four-year rolling average when compared against the 

98 Exhibit Consent 3, 17 July 2020. 
Freeman, supplementary evidence, 12 June 2020 at [12]-[13]. 

[15]. 
101 Transcript (Freeman) at 155. 
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baseline. 102 These conditions require a predictive model run to be undertaken each year 

by a certified nutrient management advisor (condition 45). 

[116) We take no issue with the need to promote good management practice or the 

strong desirability that the consent holder engage with its requirements. Lack of 

engagement was evidenced at this hearing when Mr Wilkins could not explain to the court 

the Mahinga Kai section of the FEMP .103 

[117) That said, we were not presented evidence that the desired change will be 

promoted by requiring the consent holder to model predicted N loss for the upcoming 

year. The model is complex, and it has not been demonstrated that it is available in a 

form that may be readily used by a person who is not a certified nutrient management 

advisor. 104 Therefore, the approach risks being a tick-box exercise where the consent 

holder has either little input or little engagement with the model. The conditions impose 

costs on the consent holder for little or no demonstrated advantage. Indeed, the shear 

complexity of the conditions alone mean they (and the consent holder) will likely be(come) 

frustrated. Given this, we do not approve them. 

Auditing (conditions 46-50) 

[118) The auditing conditions (conditions 46-50) provide the Regional Council the better 

approach for securing good management practice. Note: the term "nutrient budget" may 

need a definition in a condition or perhaps, in an Advice Note, as it appears for the first 

time in condition 38. 

Issue: should the explanatory material be approved? 

[119) The Water Quality, FEMP, PMP and Overseer Nutrient Budget conditions are 

introduced in italicised text. While counsel support the text, they do not address its 

purpose. An unusual method, the explanatory material is not even in the form of an 

advisory note. 

Transcript (Maciaszek) at 205-206. 
Transcript (Wilkins) at 35-36. 
This appeal is illustrative of the model complexity. We heard expert evidence from two certified nutrient 

advisors as to the model parameters for this property (the advisors largely coming to an 
r,:,,:,nn,:,nt on parameters following expert witness conference facilitated by an Environment Commissioner). 
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[120] If the text is to be retained, counsel are to advise whether it is intended that any 

element thereof, or taken together the whole, is intended to be enforceable. If not, the 

parties should consider deleting it. 

Issue: are the balance of conditions clear, certain and enforceable? 

[121] While Wilkins has not appealed conditions 1-8 of the consent, if duration is 

extended from two to seven years, some of these conditions warrant further 

consideration. 

Condition 4 

[122] Condition 4(a) requires installation of a water meter, datalogger, and telemetry 

equipment. As currently worded, the condition reads as if the telemetry unit records the 

rate and volume of the take, whereas it is our understating this is the function of the 

datalogger. If we are correct, the condition should properly reflect the function of the 

equipment. 

[123] Condition 4(g) requires the consent holder to record adequate data and provide it 

to the consent authority. The condition is uncertain. Saying that adequate data is 

required does not make clear the obligation upon the consent holder. To ensure 

compatibility with the Regional Council's time-series database, should the type of data 

required, and the frequency of the reporting period, be the subject matter of the condition? 

Condition 6 

[124] Condition 6 covers a plethora of matters. To improve clarity, should the subject 

matter of this condition be addressed in two separate conditions? The requirement for 

irrigation to not occur when soil moisture conditions are at or above field capacity and to 

not cause soil moisture content to rise above field capacity is important and, in our view, 

a standalone condition. Logically the requirement is related to the soil moisture 

monitoring, equipment in condition 7 should be placed immediately prior to that condition. 

[125] Condition 6( c) concerns runoff of irrigation water and refers to the irrigated area, 

the site and off-site. Runoff can be a function of irrigation water but can also occur from 

rainwater, natural soil water, or river floodwater within the irrigation area. Is the condition 

made clearer if worded: "as a result of irrigation there is no ponding and/or runoff of water 

within or from the irrigation area"? 
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Issue: rates of abstraction 

Conditions 1 and 3(a) 

(126] Condition 1 limits the groundwater take to 98 litres per second, 7,965 cubic metres 

per day and 499,830 cubic meters per year. These quantities and the rate have been 

agreed by the parties, with the quantities having been proportionally reduced from those 

originally granted after Wilkins surrendered a portion of its allocation after reducing the 

area of land to be irrigated. 105 

(127] Condition 3(a) sets a cut-off flow of 19 cubic metres per second in the Mataura 

River at Gore, at or below which Wilkins must restrict its take to 3,413 cubic metres per 

day. This has been agreed by the parties and allows Wilkins to continue abstracting 

water at the necessary rate of 98 litres per second so that its irrigation equipment can 

continue to function with the proper water pressure. 106 

[128] The court agrees that the proposed changes to conditions 1 and 3(a) are suitable 

and notes that Wilkins has agreed to operate the take in accordance with condition 3(a) 

while its appeal of the cut off limits remains on hold. 

Issue: should the permit be approved for a seven-year duration? 

(129] Subject to conditions, the court will approve a seven year duration of consent. 

(130] We will not extend the length of this decision by essaying policies relevant to 

duration under the operative Regional Water Plan or pSWLP. 107 Wilkins has not assisted 

itself by having an effective system in place through which the expiry of its water permits 

are flagged for renewal. Indeed, Wilkins applied for this new water permit some three 

years after its resource consent expired, during which time the company has been taking 

and using water without authorisation. On the other hand, predating the expiry of its 

water permit, Wilkins made substantial capital investment in its irrigation infrastructure 

and through the FEMP is prepared to make significant modifications to its farming system 

by adopting a range of good management practices. 

105 Joint memorandum of counsel, 7 February 2020 at [6]. 
106 Wilkins, EiC, 12 June 2019 at[13]. 
107 For the Operative Regional Water Plan policy 14A applies and, likewise, Policies 16 and 40 of the pSWLP. 
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[131] We find that it is desirable that the consent have an expiry date in common with 

the December 2025 date by which the Regional Council intends to have promulgated a 

plan change to introduce limits and targets for Freshwater Management Units. 108 [At least 

that was the Regional Council's intention under the National Policy Statement for 

Freshwater (2017 amendments)]. A duration of seven years achieves this outcome. 

Issue: should the balance of the appeal should be adjourned for two-years? 

[132] As noted above, prior to the hearing in February 2020, the parties reached partial 

agreement on some issues and sought leave to place the appeal on hold while the 

Council determines whether, in terms of water quantity, the Mataura River is over

allocated.109 This determination will likely coincide with the notification of a future plan 

change to introduce a Freshwater Management Unit for the catchment, due September 

2023 and to be made operative by December 2025, which the proposed seven year 

consent duration also respects. 

[133] Given the Council's work-streams under the National Policy Statement for 

Freshwater Management (2017), we consider it appropriate to confirm the proposed 

seven-year consent duration and put the balance of the appeal on hold for a period of 

two years. 

Directions 

[134] I direct by Friday 2 October 2020 counsel are to confer and file an agreed set of 

conditions and an updated draft FEMP incorporating the findings of this decision. This 

includes: 

(a) Produce a plan showing the land to be irrigated under this permit; 110 

(b) deleting condition 9; 111 

(c) Wilkins is to confirm that it has ceased intensive winter grazing of cattle in 

Sharrow Flats and will not resume this activity unless or until it obtains a 

land use consent under the pSWLP. If so, consider deleting condition 10 in 

its entirety;112 

(d) deleting condition 13;113 

108 pSWLP above n 12, Introduction, Purpose of this Plan at 7, see also Policies 44-47. 
109 Joint memorandum of counsel, 7 February 2020 at [4). 
110 Above paragraph [37]. 
111 Above paragraph [50]. 
112 Above paragraph [57]. 
113 Above paragraph [75]. 
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(e) deleting condition 14;114 

(f) deleting condition 15;115 

(g) consider the wording of condition [xxx] set out at [84], is accepted with or 

without amendment or propose a condition defining the outcome to be 

achieved by the FEMP; 

(h) amend condition 19(h) to delete the reference to condition 9;116 

(i) if condition (xxx) is adopted, amend certifying clause in condition 20 to 

address the matters set out at [86]; 

U) amend condition 25 to address the matters set out at [88]; 

(k) if condition (xxx) is adopted, consider whether condition 29 may be 

deleted. 117 If condition 29 is retained, clarify the phrase "P losses to water 

from the irrigation area authorised by this consent" .118 This clarification is 

sought generally as the phrasing appears in several conditions; 

(I) redraft condition 30 to omit quantitative language;119 

(m) the Regional Council is to comment on the appellant's proposed wording of 

36(c);120 

(n) the parties are to comment on court's proposed rewording of condition 37; 121 

(o) consider whether the term "nutrient budget" is to be defined in a condition 

or an Advice Note;122 

(p) if not a condition of consent nor intended to be enforceable, delete the 

italicised explanatory text throughout the condition set; 123 and 

(q) respond to the court's comments on conditions 1-8.124 

For the court: 

114 Above paragraph [64]. 
115 Above paragraph [75] . 
116 Above paragraph [87] . 
117 Above paragraph [99] . 

st.A 18 Above paragraph [100] . 
19 Above paragraph [101] . 

· ~ Above paragraph[111]. 
'iL ~~ 1 Above paragraph [112] 

~ ,
1
\ fll/4 2 Above paragraph [118]. 

·' ,:i · Above paragraph [120]. 
J4 Above paragraphs [121]-[125] . 
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Reply Conditions 

NOTES 

The amendments to conditions 1 and 3 from the February draft consent order are shown 
as accepted. 

This document uses the conditions as proposed in Ms Maciaszek's supplementary evidence 

dated 29 May 2020 as the base document. 

The pre-hearing amendments agreed as between the parties are shown in blue with 
additions in underline and deletions in st rilce through. 

The amendments discussed in Reply are shown in red with additions in underline and 
deletions in slfil1ethrellgh. 

All cross-referencing has been updated and is shown in purple as are all dates in 2020 that 
need to be revised given the passage of time. 

The conditions that are opposed by the Appellant are shaded grey If imposed, the edits 
requested to these conditions (as per legal submissions) are shown in green with additions 
in underl ine and deletions in stril1ethrougA. 

1. The permit authorises the taking of groundwater at the location specified above. The rate of 
abstraction shall not exceed: 

(a) 98 litres per second; 
(b) 7,965 cubic metres per day; and 
(c) 499,830 cubic metres per year. 

2. Prior to the first exercise of this consent, the Consent Holder shall install a backflow prevention 
device or take other appropriate measures to ensure water and/or contaminants cannot return 
to the water source. 

3. 

4. 

(a) When flow in the Mataura River, as measured at Council's Mataura River at Gore flow 
monitoring site, is at or below 19 cubic metres per second the daily rate of abstraction 
authorised by this consent will be reduced to 3,413 cubic metres; and 

(b) No abstraction shall occur when flow in the Mataura River, as measured at Council' s 
Mataura River at Gore flow monitoring site, is at or below 17 cubic metres per second . 

(a) Prior to the first exercise of this consent, the Consent Holder shall install and maintain a 
water meter that records the water take within an error accuracy range of +/-5% over the 
meter's nominal flow range, and dataiogger with at least 24 months data storage capacity 
and a telemetry unit to record the rate and volume of take, and the date and time this 
water was taken. 

(b) Prior to the first exercise of this consent, the Consent Holder shall inform the Consent 
Authority in writing (escompliance@es.govt.nz) that the water meter, data logger and 
telemetry unit have been installed and tested for accuracy in accordance with the 
conditions of this consent. The consent holder shall provide a copy of the installation 
certificate to the Consent Authority within one month of installing the water meter and 
data logger. 

(c) The water meter shall be installed in a straight length of pipe, before any diversion of 
water occurs. The straight length of pipe shall be part of the pump outlet plumbing, easily 
accessible, have no fittings and obstructions in it. There shall be a straight length of pipe 
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on either side of the water meter, on the upstream side there shall be a distance that is 
10 times the diameter of the pipe and on the downstream side there shall be a distance 
of 5 times the diameter of the pipe. 

(d) The water meter and data logger shall remain in operation at all times during the exercise 
of this consent. 

(e) All malfunctions of the water meter and/or data logger during the exercise of this consent 
shall be reported to the Consent Authority within five working days of observation and 
appropriate repairs shall be performed within five working days. Once the malfunction 
has been remedied, a Water Measuring Device Verification Form completed with 
photographic evidence must be submitted to the Consent Authority within five working 
days of the completion of repairs. 

(f) 
(i) If a mechanical insert water meter is installed it shall be verified for accuracy each 

and every year from the first exercise of this consent. 
(ii) Any electromagnetic or ultrasonic flow meter shall be verified for accuracy every five 

years from the first exercise of this consent. 
(iii) Each verification shall be undertaken by a Consent Authority approved operator and 

a Water Measuring Device Verification Form shall be completed and supplied to the 
Consent Authority with receipts of service. These shall be supplied within five 
working days of the verification, and at any time upon request. 

(g) The Consent Holder shall record adequate data to demonstrate compliance with 
Condition 1. Data from the datalogger shall be provided once daily to the Consent 
Authority by means of telemetry. The Consent Holder shall ensure data is compatible 
with the Consent Authority's time-series database. 

5. Prior to the exercise of this consent, the Consent Holder shall notify the Consent Authority of 
the person who is in charge of the operation this consent. If the person in charge changes 
during the term of this consent, the Consent Holder shall notify the Consent Authority of the 
new operator no later than five working days after that person takes responsibility. 

6. Irrigation to land shall not occur when the moisture content of the soils is at or above field 
capacity, nor shall irrigation increase soil moisture above field capacity. The Consent Holder 
shall take all practicable steps to ensure that: 

(a) there is no leakage from pipes and structures; 
(b) the use of water is confined to targeted areas, as shown on the attached plan; and 
(c) there is no run off of irrigation water in irrigated areas either on site or off site. 

7. The consent holder shall maintain the existing soil moisture monitoring tapes on the property, for 
the purpose of ensuring compliance with Condition 6. 

(a) The consent holder shall advise the Consent Authority in writing 
(escompliance@es.govt.nz) of the location and depth of the soil moisture monitoring 
devices within one week of exercising this consent. 
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(b) The soil moisture data shall be recorded at 30 minute intervals using an electronic 
datalogger system. This record shall be provided to the Consent Authority at least 
once every three months and upon request; 

(c) Within three months of the first exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall, 
from the on-site monitoring record, determine the soil-moisture content that is 
equivalent to field capacity at the site and shall report this to the Consent Authority; 
and 

(d) The soil moisture monitoring system shall be calibrated by a suitably qualified person 
at least once each year. 

8. The Consent Authority may, in accordance with Sections 128 and 129 of the Resource 
Management Act 1991, serve notice on the Consent Holder of its intention to review the 
conditions of this consent during the period 1 February to 30 September each year, or within two 
months of any enforcement action being taken by the Consent Authority in relation to the exercise 
of this consent, or on receiving monitoring results, for the purposes of: 

(a) adjusting the consented rate or volume of water under Condition 1, should monitoring 
under Condition 4 or future changes in water use indicate that the consented rate or 
volume is not able to be fully utilised; 

(b) determining whether the conditions of this consent are adequate to deal with any 
adverse effect on the environment which may arise from the exercise of the consent and 
which it is appropriate to deal with at a later stage; 

(c) ensuring the conditions of this consent are consistent with any National Environmental 
Standards Regulations, relevant plans and/or the Environment Southland Regional Policy 
Statement, which may include the adjustment of minimum flow cut-offs to resolve over
allocation in the Mataura River under the provisions of the proposed Southland Water 
and Land Plan; or 

(d) adjusting or altering the method of water take data recording and transmission . 

Water Quality 
The following sections relate to the actual or potential effects of the use of water authorised by this 
consent on water quality, including effects resulting from the intensified production enabled by 
irrigation. The conditions collectively ensure that practices are implemented to reduce contaminant 
losses to water, which will contribute to on improvement in water quality. By toking steps to improve 
water quality, the farm operation will contribute to on improvement in the health and wellbeing of the 
Mataura River, the wider environment, and people. 

Specific Mitigations 
The following conditions specify key practices that are to be used on the irrigation area authorised by 
this consent to ensure that water quality is improved by reducing contaminant losses of nitrogen, 
phosphorus, sediment, and E. coli to water. The practices are particularly targeted at nitrogen loss via 
deep drainage, as that is the key contaminant pathway for the irrigation area. 

9. FoliowiRg iAteRsive wiRter graziRg iR aR'/ paddocl,, Uie coAseRt holder shall sow a eo 
gerFRiRatiRg variety of catch crop fer the p1,1 rpose of 1,1ptal,iRg e11cess RitrogeA IA the soil. The 
cateh crop shall he sowA at the earliest opport1,1Ait·1 hased OR paddecl( s1,1jtahie ceRelitioRs fe r 
maehiAery to aeeess Oie paddocl< foilowlAg iAteRsive wiAter graziAg. e nse t hol er sha 
minimise t he t ime t he ground is spent fallow {exposed soil) following intensive winter grazing 
b sowin cro or asture at the earliest o ortuni based on su itable soi l conditions. The 
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selected crop or pasture must be suitable to germinate then actively grow to take up residual 
plant available soil nit rogen and. in doing so. assist in minimising leaching losses from the 
bottom of the root zone. 

10. When undertaking Intensive winter grazing of cattle aAd sheep, the consent holder shall 
backfenc prevent stock from entering areas al e.ady grazed. 

11. Applications of nitrogen fertiliser shall be limited to: 
(a) SOkgN/ha for each application of fertiliser to pasture; 
(bl No nitrogen fertiliser shall be applied when the 10cm soil temperature at 9am Is less 

than 69C; and 
(cl Nitrogen loadings consistent with best practice Industry guidance for specific crop 

types other than pasture, as Identified In the Farm Environmental Management Plan. 
(dl Ap111ieatieRs ef fertiliser shall be made dwriRg e11timwm weat11er ceRditieRs with 

appro11riate soil meistllre ceRditioAs. A lication durin suitable weather and soil 
moisture conditions. 

12. Applications of phosphate fertiliser shall be limited to: 
(al lOOkgP/ha in any one application; 
(bl A slow-release form of fertiliser, except when there is a low risk of run-off and: 

i A rapid plant response is required; and/or 
ii The soil P levels.are required to be Increased rapidly; and/or 

r..-,---,,-,ic--0ii The plants are actively growing. 
(cl Applications of fertiliser which do not Increase soil P above plant optimums, as 

demonstrated by soil testing. 
(d) Jl,pplieatiORS of fertiliser shall Ile made dtJrlRg 011tlm11m weather CORditiORS with 

apJlrOJlriate soil moisture levels. Application during suitable weather and soil 
oisture co di ion . 

14. The consent holder shall 11Rdertake soil testlRg of each paddock at least oRce eaeh year from 
1 Jlll~· to 30 J11Re maintain a soil testing programme to ensure that fertiliser applications 
continue to be appropriately targeted. The programme shall involve either: 

I(~ C ntinu nee of he existln ro ramme t hat involve : 

2 ears to monitor trends in soil 
II be taken for ea h are of u to 

(bl Ar vised or 
to change in tech at 
has een oerti rovide alent 
or better information to enable the targeted application of fertiliser. A copy of the 
certif ication shall be provided to the Southland Regional Council on request. 

dvice note: For the purpose of Condition 14: 
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• "representative soil sample" means between 10-15 soil cores collected along a 
transect of a paddock to provide a representative sample of a paddock that itself is 
a good representation of the management block: and 

• "management block" is an area (one or more paddocks) with similar soil type and 
topography that is managed similarly. At the time the consent was granted. the 
land to be irrigated was In two management blocks - Sharrow Flats and the Gun 
Block. 

consent holder shallf 
(a) enclwae all steel( IFBA'I tl-'le eJ!l-'lemeral waterwa't' whel'l il'lteflsl•;e winter gra2ing1 ana 
(bl exclude all stock from the old ephemeral waterwa•f stream when there is flowing o~ 

11onded water present. 

16. nie ceAseAt helaer must iFA pleFAeAt aAfl FAaiAtaiA effecti';e FAeasures te reauce phespherus 
lesses te water ceFAparea t e estimates lesses H1at were eeeurriAg prier te the graAt iAg el this 
ceAseAt iA accerElaAce with CeAElitieAs 28 34 belew. 

17. The eeAseAt helEler mwst implemeAt aAEI maiAtaiA geed farmiAg maAagemeAt practi ces te 
miAimise f . cell aAa sea imeAt lesses te water iA aeeeraaAee with CeAaitieAs 18 34 eelew. 

Farm Environmental Management Plan 
The following conditions relate to the Form Environmental Management Plan. Their purpose is to 
ensure that good management practices are identified for the farm system and implemented, along 
with the specific mitigations in the section above, to improve land use and water management 
practices. This will improve water quality by reducing the risk of nitrogen, phosphorus, sediment, and 
E. coli losses to water, and consequently contribute to improving the health and wellbeing of the 
Mataura River, the wider environment, and people. 

18. The consent holder shall maintain and implement a Farm Environmental Management Plan 
(FEMP) prepared in accordance with Appendix N of the proposed Southland Water and Land 
Plan or the Farm Environmental Management Plan requirements of any subsequent version 
of the Plan to demonstrate improvement in land use and water management practices. 

19. In addition to the requirements of Appendix N, the FEMP shall include: 
a) A description of the good management practices that will be used to ensure the use 

of water for irrigation is as efficient and effective as practicable for the specific 
infrastructure; 

b) MitigatieA measwres iaeAtilieEI iR aeeeraaAee with CeRaitieAs 39, 40, 42 er 43:i 
c) A description of when and how stock are excluded from the old ephemeral stream. 

If temporary fencing is to be used, the FEMP will describe how the temporary 
fencing will be set up; 

d) A Phosphorus Mitigation Plan (as detailed in Conditions 29-35); 
e) A Winter Grazing Plan (as detailed in Condition 25 ) that includes an explanation of 

how the consent holder w ill identify when the crop or pasture required by Condition 
9 is able to be sown; I 

f) An Irrigation Management Plan (as detailed in Condition 26); 
g) A Cultivation Management Plan, with the purpose of explaining cultivation practices 

to staff, including cultivation practices around the old ephemeral waterwa't' ~tream 
and any other critical source areas including wet areas and gateways; 

Commented [BCl]: Consequential change If conditions deleted 
as per questioning from Court. 

. · { Commented [BC2]: If condition 9 Imposed. 
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h) AA e1<plaAatieA as te hew the ceAseAt Reiser will iseAtif>f wheA a catch crep is aele 
te ee sewA iA aceersaAee '#ith CeAsitieA 9;Details of any crop or pasture to be sown 
in accordance with Condition 9. including the t ime it is expected to be sown and 
demonstration t hat the selected variety is suitab le to germinate and actively grow to 
take up residual plant available soi l nitrogen. 

i) An explanation as to how the consent holder will identify when soil temperature, 
soil moisture, and weather conditions are appropriate to apply fertiliser; and 

j) Any other measures which mitigate the nutrient losses resulting from irrigation 
authorised by this consent. 

20. The FEMP for the year ending 30 June 2021 shall be certified by an independent person who 
is a Certified Nutrient Management Advisor (CNMA) that it is consistent with the conditions 
of this consent and with Appendix N of the pSWLP. The consent holder shall submit its 
certified FEMP to the Consent Authority by 30 September 2020. 

21. The FEMP can be modified at any t ime bu t must be reviewed by the consent holder at least 
once each year from 1 July to 30 June lly the ceAseAt heleler aAel caA ee meelifieel at aA'f 
time. The ceAseAt heleler shall pre..,iele the curreAt ..,ersieA le the CeAseAt Autheritv ll·f 31 
Mav each year, shewiAg the chaAges that ha·,e eeeA maele siAce the pre..,ieus ¥ersieA was 
pre•;ieleel . /Is part of the review the consent holder shall : 

AdfliCe Rote: A Ry Uf390ted ffi,4P will he 055C55ed hy tile CeR5eRt Autllericy to eRsure tllot it /5 
COR5,'5teRt witll tile COReitiOR5 of tllis COR5eRt 9R9 witll At3t3eReiH N of tile (3r0f305e9 SoutllloR9 
1-!IBter 9R9 L9R9 P.19R for tile ,-OHR eR ... iroRmeRtfll MORflfJemeRt PlflR reE/UiremeRt5 of EIRY 
5U95eE/UeRt 1JersioR of tile PloRJ. 

22. Each year, the re..,iew ef IAC FEMP shall iAcluele the recereliAg ef: 
a) The eest practice iAelustry guieleliAes for AitregeA leaelings te ee applies le any cre13s 

soww, 
13) The annual nitregeA ans phespherus loasiAgs te ee a1313 lieel le 13asture easeel en seil 

testing fer each 13aelel eck; 
a) Record : 

i) Each date that fertiliser i5 was applied, along with the type and total 

t onnage of fertiliser applied, the soil temperature measured and a 
description of the soil moisture conditions and weather conditions at the 
time of application; and 

ii) The date or dates that any €i!te-h crops or pasture were sown in accordance 
with Condition 9.1 

23. Each year, the re•;iew ef the FEMP shall incluele: 
b) Consideratien as te whether it is feasible to implement new methods to further 

reduce N losses to water. including methods such as: 
i) use gibberellic acid as a replacement or partial replacement for N fertiliser 

te reeuce Pl lesses te water; 
ii) use a slow-release form of N fertiliser; 
iii) include plantain within any pasture swards to be sown te reeuce N lesses te 

watef; and 
iv) Source and use a low protein form of feed, such as maize silage, le resuce N 

lesses te water when importing supplementary feed; and 
c) Where the good management practices listed in Condition Bfa-1 21{b) are not 

feasible, the censent helser will record the reasons why not; ~ 

{ Commented [BC3]: If condition 91s Imposed. 

{ Commented [BC4]: If condition 9 Imposed . 
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d) Where one or more of the good management practices listed in Condition~ 
21(bl are identified as being feasible, Hie eoRseRt holeer shall include a plan in t he 
updated FEMP to implement the practice(s). For clarity, the implementation may be 
on a trial basis and does not have to be implemented the same year that it is 
identified as being feasible,~ 

e) Record t he recommendations fo r improvement. if any. in any audit report prepared 
in accordance w ith Conditions 46 and 48 and: 

i) If the improvements are not feasible. record the reasons why not: or 

iil If t he improvements are feasible. shall include a pla n to implement the 
improvements. 

f) Detail : 
i) The annual nitrogen and phosphorus loadings to be applied to pasture and 

any crops sown: 
ii ) How the proposed loadings and applica tion align with good management 

practice as outlined within the " Industry-agreed Good Management 
Pract ices relating to Water Qua lity" 2015 or any updated or replacement 
industry guidelines. 

24. The consent holder shall provide the current version to the Consent Authority by 31 M ay 
each year. showing the changes that have been made since the previous version was 
provided . 

Advice note: Any updated FEMP will be assessed by the Consent Authority to ensure that it is 
consistent with the conditions of this consent and with Appendix N of the proposed Southland 
Water and Land Plan {or the Farm Environmental M anagement Plan requirements of any 
subsequent version of the Plan ). 

25. The Winter Grazing Plan required by Condition 19(e) shall provide clear and concise 
direction to staff on undertaking winter grazing and shall include (but not be limited to): 

a) A map of the paddocks to be grazed over winter, including identification of any 
slopes, critical source areas, the soil types and their vulnerabilities, and mapping the 
direction of the cultivation lines to minimise soil movement on slopes; 

b) Ensuring that the cultivation complies with either Rule 25(a) or Rule 25(b) of the 
proposed Southland Water and Land Plan (or any subsequent version of the plan), or 
identifying that consent for cultivation is required; 

c) Consideration of the use of minimum tillage techniques, in accordance with good 
practice; 

d) A description of how and when baleage will be placed in the winter grazing paddock, 
to ensure that soil compaction by machinery and camping areas by animals are 
minimised; 

e) A description of how the crop will be fed off for the duration of winter, including 
aerial photos or diagrams with arrows to show the grazing directions; and 

f) Identification of good management practices specific to winter grazing which 
minimise the losses of nitrogen via deep drainage. This includes the backfencing of 
cattle aRe sheep to distribute dung and urine more evenly which is required by 
Condition 10. 

26. The Irrigation Management Plan required by Condition 19(f) shall provide clear and concise 
direction on the operation of the irrigation system for the purpose of informing staff and 
shall include (but not be limited to) : 
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(a) Decision-making on starting or stopping irrigation, including: 
i. Checking the flow of the Mataura River at Environment Southland's Gore 

flow monitoring site, in accordance with Condition 3; and 
ii. Checking that soil moisture conditions are appropriate, in accordance with 

Conditions 6 and 7; 
(b) Use of the soil moisture technology; 
(c) Use of the water metering and telemetry systems; 
(d) Operation of the automatic shut-offs on irrigators; 
(e) The undertaking of bucket tests at least once every three (3) years to analyse 

distribution uniformity and application depths; 
(f) Maintenance of the irrigation system; and 
(g) Emergency procedures. 

27. WAeFe aA aueit is eaFFiee eut a Re FAalEes FeeeFAFAeAeatieAs foF iFAJJFe11eFAeAt iA aeeeFeaAee 
w itA CeAeitieAS 46 aAe 48, t Ae FEMP SAall iAeluee EBASieeFatieA ef Hie feasilai lity ef 
iFAJJleFAeAtiAg tAe iFAJJFB ... eFAeAtS, aAe eitAeF: 

(a) If t Ae iFAJJFB..,eFAeAts aFe Aet feasi lale, tAeA tAe eeAs eAt AeleeF sAall FeeeFe tAe 
FeaseAS why Aet; BF 

(la) If t Ae iFAJJFB11eFAeAts a Fe feasila le, tAeA tAe eeAseAt Ae leeF sAall iAeluee a JJ laA te 
iFA J3 leFAeAt tAe iFA J3 F81JeFAeAtS. 

28. The consent holder must operate in accordance with the FEMP at all times. Where there is 

inconsistency between the FEMP and the conditions of this consent, the conditions of this 
consent shall prevail. 

Phosphorus Mitigation Plan 
The following conditions relate to the Phosphorus Mitigation Plan. The p_urpose of the plan is ta 
identify and implement methods ta reduce phosphorus losses to water and improve water quality. 
These same methods are also expected to reduce lasses af sediment and E. cali to water. 

29. A Phosphorus Mitigation Plan (PMP) shall be developed to identify and implement effective 

measures to reduce phosphorus losses to water from the irrigation area authorised by this 
consent compared to estimated losses that were occurring prior to the granting of this 
consent. The PMP shall include new phosphorus loss mitigation measures to significantly 
reduce phosphorus loss to water from irrigation area compared to estimated losses that 
have been occurring, using techniques that have been demonstrated by New Zealand based 
research to be highly likely to be effective. 

30. The PMP shall be submitted before 1 July 2020 to an independent person who is a Certified 
Nutrient Management Advisor (CNMA), for the purpose of obtaining from them in writing 
and providing to the Consent Authority by 30 September 2020, their professional opinion 
on: 

a) Whether the phosphorus mitigation measures proposed are recognised as being 
generally effective methods to reduce phosphorus losses to water; 

b) Whether the phosphorus mitigation measures proposed are considered to be 
effective for the specific property as proposed; and 

c) Whether those measures are likely to result in a long-term annual average reduction 
in phosphorus loss to water from the irrigation area compared to the pre-mitigation 

situation. 

31. The phosphorus loss mitigation measures identified in the PMP shall be implemented prior 
to irrigation commencing in the 2020/21 season. The consent holder shall provide written 
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confirmation to the Consent Authority within two weeks of completion of the measures and 
prior to irrigation commencing. 

32. Between 1 April and 30 September 2021, the consent holder shall provide a report to the 
Consent Authority from an independent person who is a CNMA describing: 

a) Whether the phosphorus mitigation measures in the PMP have been implemented 
in accordance with the PMP and FEMP; and 

b) Whether the phosphorus mitigation measures are likely to result in a long-term 
annual average reduction in phosphorus loss to water from the irrigation area 
compared to the pre-mitigation situation. 

33. In the event that a CNMA identifies, in the work commissioned to meet Condition 30, 32 or 
34, that the mitigation measures have not been implemented and maintained or have not 
been as effective as anticipated, the consent holder shall: 

a) Immediately notify the Consent Authority; 
b) Within three months of the notification in Condition 32(a), provide updated 

phosphorus mitigation measures to be implemented which have been endorsed by a 
CNMA as including effective measures to reduce phosphorus losses to water 
compared to estimated losses that were occurring prior to the granting of this 
consent. 

34. Within one year of providing the updated phosphorus mitigation measures required by 
Condition 33(b), the consent holder shall provide a report to the Consent Authority from an 
independent person who is a CNMA describing: 

a) Whether the updated phosphorus mitigation measures have been implemented; 
and 

b) Whether the phosphorus mitigation measures are likely to have been successful in 
mitigating phosphorus loss to water. 

35. Upon completion of the mitigation measures detailed in the Phosphorus Mitigation Plan, the 
consent holder shall ensure the mitigations are properly maintained, continue to function, 
and are not removed or altered for the duration of this consent, except as recommended by 
a CNMA in accordance with Conditions 32, 33, 34, or 48. 

Overseer nutrient budgets 

The purpose of the following conditions is to meRiter the RitregeR .'e55es jreFR the i,:.,;gstecJ ,fs."ffl 
~ provide odditionol certainty that the farm's operation is improving woter quality by reducing 

i ts nitrogen losses to woter. The conditions set a baseline nitrogen loss limit which eaRRBt Be 

e11eeef/ecJ the four-year rolling average must remain below., ta pre1,1icJe ef/f/itieR9.' eerteiRty th9t the 

,fs."ffl 's 9pe,"9tieR is impre1,1iRg water f/lJB!ity By ref/ueiRg ns RitregeR .'e55es te water. NitregeR .'ess te 

1119ter 1,1/9 deep 11.<e,;Rege 1s the prim9rt r,~lf te water f/lJ9.lityjFIJm the i.'vig9tiBR 9,<es. The eeRcl-itieRs 

9,'fie refluire 955essmeRt 9RcJ eeRsicJer9tiBR ef the ,fsffRiRg system BRli precJ.decJ eutputs, ta 95si5t 

p.'9RRiRg ferj+Jture ye9rs 9Rli p,-e1,1icJe ft1rther eerteiRty th9t the ,vmit w.W lie met, 

36. The consent holder must ensure that the estimated four-year rolling average nitrogen losses 
to water from the irrigation area authorised by this consent are maintained below the 
baseline nitrogen loss rate to provide additional certainty that the farm's operation is 
Improving water quality by reducing its nitrogen losses to water. as !leteFFRiRe!l lly the 
a'leFage lesses withiR the iFFigatieR aFea as a '#hale fFeFR the RtJtFieRt btJ!lgets ~BF the yeaFs 
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eREliRg 3Q J1rne i!Ql6, WH, i!Q18 aREI i!Q19. Tue #ellr year relliRg a..,erage is ElefiReEI as the 
a•,erage efthe mast reeeRt fellr eeRsee!lti<1e •tears' RitregeR lesses f rem the irrigatieR area. 

a) The baseline nitrogen loss rate shall be determined each and every year of the 
consent using the current Overseer FM engine version for the years ending 30 June 
2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019. 

b) The baseline nitrogen loss rate shall be determined by calculating the average 
nitrogen loss from the irrigation area authorised by this consent over the four years 
ending 30 June 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019. Using OverseerFM version 6.3.2 for the 
years ending 30 June 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019 the baseline nitrogen loss rate is 
5,551 kg. 

c) The four-year rolling average is determined by calculating the average nitrogen loss 
from the irr igation area authorised by this consent over the most recent fou r 
consecutive years. 

37 . Each and every year for the duration of this consent, using the current version of 
OverseerFM and in accordance with the generally accepted best practice modelling and the 
current User Guide, the consent holder shall : 

a) Re--mModel the baseline nitrogen loss rate specified in Condition 36 iR the ellrreRt 
eRgiRe ..,ersieR ef O•,erseerFM in accordance with Condition 46; 

b) Model the nitrogen loss for the previous year from 1 July to 30 June; and 
c) Calculate the four-year rolling average of nitrogen loss rate,,~ 
Ell Mell el the preElieteEI RitregeR less rate fer the llpeemiRg year frem 1 Jlll'f' te 3Q JllRe 
~ 

38. A report must be provided to the Consent Authority by 30 September each year 
summarising the results of the OverseerFM nitrogen loss modelling required by Condition 
37. The report must include: 

a) A review of the OverseerFM input data by a person who is a Certified Nutrient 
Management Advisor (CNMA) to certify that the annual nutrient budget reflects the 
farming system; 

b) An explanation of any differences between the most recent year's nutrient budget 
and any nutrient budgets which have previously been prepared in accordance with 
this consent (including the baseline nitrogen loss rate); 

c) A comparison of the four-year rolling average nitrogen loss rate with the baseline 
nitrogen loss rate; and 

d) The names and summaries of the relevant qualifications and experience of the 
individuals who prepared and reviewed the nutrient budget. 

39. If iR aR•I' year the fellr year relliRg a·,erage RitregeR less rate as meElelleEI iR aeeerElaRee vl'ith 
CeAElitieA 37(e) e11eeells the easeliRe ~ less rate set llREler CoAElitioA 36 the eoRseAt 
helller mllst, ey 3Q Ne•,emeer ef that year, prepare a repert fer th e CeRseRt Alltherity that 
Eietails+ 

al AR'( reaseAs er ea!lses ef the eKeeeElaAee; a REI 
el The meas!lres that will Ile tal(eR te eRsllre that RitregeR lesses are reEl!leeEI te 

eRsllre that Urn relliRg fellr •,•ear a\•erage remaiRs eelew the easeliRe ~ less 
filte. 
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40. The Fe11eFt FeqlliFed Ii~· Cenditien 39 FAllSt inelude: 

a) A detailed deseFilltien ef the FAeasuFes te Ile tal1en; and 

Ill FeF an•( FAitigatiens 11re11esed, a detailed FAitigatien 11lan (taking inte aeeeunt 

nitFegen less 11athwa','s) that identifies, 
i) The mitigatiens te Ile undertaken; 

ii) The 11h'J'sieal weFlts FequiFed te eeFA11lete the FAitigatiens; 
iii) The JIFB!lesed iFA11leFAentatien tiFAefFaFAes fer eaeh FAitigatien; 

iv) The e11eratien ef the FAitigatien; and 
v) The 11etential effeefr,eness ef eaeh FAitigatien. 

41. U11en eeFAJlletien ef the FAitigatien FAeasures identified in the re11eFt FequiFed ll•t Cenditiens 

39 and 40 the eensent heldeF FAust netifv the Censent AutheFit',' in •miting that the 

FAitigatien measuFes have Ileen 11ut inte effeet and 11Fe~•ide fuFtheF Fele•,ant detail {ineluding 
the leeatien and 11hetegFa11hs) u11en Fequest. 

Afilliee nete: CamJitians 39, 40 enfi 41 iR'lf165e e self r-eperting es!igetien en tlle eensent 
ha,1fier ,fsr ony sreeell of Cen9itien 36 b1,1t fie net fetter the Ce1,1nci!'s oei!ity to te/fe 
eR,fsffieR'lent octien. 

42. If in an•( ','eaF the l!Fedieted nitFegen less Fate fer the eeFAing ','eaF Feqllired ll•t Cenditien 

37(d) is alleve the baseline~ less Fate in Cenditien 36 ll•t FAeFe than 109', the eensent 

heldeF FAllSt, within twe FAenths of flFOYiding the re110Ft Fequired ll•t Cenditien 38 to the 

Consent Autherit>t, IIFeflaFe a FefleFt feF the Censent AutheFit',' that details: 

a) The Feasens OF ea uses ef the 11redieted nitFegen less Fate (fer eMaFAflle, the eFell 
Fetatien evele) ; 

Ii) The four ','eaF Felling aveFage that would Fesult if the 11Fedieted nitFegen lesses 

eernFFed (in ether werds, the aYeFage of the N less fFeFA the flFevieus thFee •tears 
and the IIFedieted Pl less); and 

e) The aeti11ities eeellFFing within the iFFigatieA aFea alltheFised llv this eensent in the 

IIFieF and felle•Ning •1eaFs te ensuFe that the feuF veaF Felling a•,eFage FeFAains llelew 
the llaseline nitregen less rate. 

43. If in an•t yeaF the nitFegen less feF the pFevieus year (pFepaFed in aeeerdanee with Cenaitien 

37(1!)) eMeeeds the pFedieted nitFegen less rate fer that saFAe •1eaF (pFepaFed in aeeeFdanee 
with Cenelitien 37(d) the pFe•,ieus yea Fl, the eensent heldeF shall pFepaFe a FepeFt feF the 

Censent AutheFit•t that details: 

a) The Feasens eF ea uses ef the eMeeedanee; and 

Ii) An•,· changes tllat need te be FAade te aetivities eeellFFing within the IFFigatien aFea 

autheFised b'f' this eensent the fellewing veaF te ensure that the feuF •1eaF Felling 

a•,eFage FeFAains lleleY, the llaseline nitFegen less Fate. 

44. The FAeasuFes, FAitigatiens, and tiFAefFaFAes identified in aeeeFaanee with Cenaitiens 39, 40, 
42 eF 43 FAllSt Ile ineeFfl8Fated inte the FaFFA EnYiFenFAental ManageFAent Plan FeqlliFed b'; 
Cenditiens 18 28. 

45. All OverseerFM modelling and reviews required by this consent must be undertaken by a 

person who is a Certified Nutrient Management Advisor (CNMA) under the Nutrient 

Management Adviser Certification Programme (NMACP) . All modelling shall be undertaken 

in accordance with generally accepted best practice, including the most recent version of the 
OverseerFM User Guide. 
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46. All OverseerFM modelling must be undertaken in the most recent "engine" version of 
OverseerFM. When modelling is being prepared under a new "engine" version of 
OverseerFM, the consent holder shall: 

Auditing 

a) Load each of the four budgets for the years ending 30 June 2016, 2017, 2018 and 
2019 into the new version of OverseerFM; and 

i) Identify the nitrogen loss from each year's scenario for the irrigation area 
authorised by this consent; and 

ii) Calculate the average of the nitrogen loss across the four re-modelled 
budgets to form the updated baseline nitrogen loss rate; and 

iii) Replace the baseline loss rate previously used with the re-modelled baseline 
nitrogen loss rate calculated under this condition; and 

b) Load each of the budgets for the years forming the relevant four-year rolling 
average into the new version of OverseerFM; and 

i) Identify the nitrogen loss from each year's scenario for the irrigation area 
authorised by this consent; and 

ii) Calculate the four-year rolling average for use with the new "engine" version 
of OverseerFM; and 

iii) Replace the four-year rolling average previously used with the re-modelled 
four-year rolling average calculated under this condition; and 

c) Detail the changes in modelled nitrogen losses between the previous and new 
versions of OverseerFM when providing the annual modelling reports in accordance 
with Condition 38. 

The following conditions provide an additional method to ensure that the specific practices required 
by this consent and good management practices identified in the Farm Environmental Management 
Plan to be implemented in the farm system are effective in practice. This allows further certainty that 
contaminant losses are being reduced as expected, and contributing to an improvement in water 
quality as a result. 

46. The Consent Authority may require the Consent Holder to have the measures required by this 
consent, including the FEMP, independently audited by a person who is a Certified Nutrient 
Management Advisor or Farm Environmental Plan Auditor or a Suitably Qualified Person who 
has demonstrated an equivalent level of expertise. 

47. The audit shall include a site visit and shall assess the 11erfermaAee implementation and like ly 
effectiveness of: 

a. The measures required by Conditions 2, 6, and 9-15 of this consent; 
b. The mitigation measures and good management practices in the FEMP as required by 

Conditions 18-28 of this consent, including those in the Winter Grazing Plan and 
Phosphorus Mitigation Plan; and 

c. Any additional mitigation measures identified by Condition 33 of this consent. 

48. The auditQ[ must eetermiAe tile le·,el ef eeAfieeAee ef ea ell meaSl,JFe's 11erfermaAee provide 
his or her professional judgement on the likely effectiveness of each measure in reducing the 
risk of contaminant loss to water. This shall be done with reference to a five level scale: very 
poor. poor. moderate. high or very high. Where tllere is a law le·,el ef eeAfieeAee that a 
measl,JFe is ree1:1eiAg Hie ris l< ef eeAtamiAaAt less ta water, the auditor concludes that the likely 
effectiveness is poor or very poor, or where improvements could be made to increase the 
effectiveness of the measure, the auditor shall provide recommendations for improvement. 
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49. The audit report shall be provided to the Consent Authority within three months of the date 
of the Consent Authority issuing a requirement to undertake the audit. 

50. Where the audit makes recommendations for improvement in accordance with Condition 48, 

the consent holder shall address the recommendations in the FEMP in accordance with 

Condition 21(e) . An updated copy of the FEMP shall be provided to the Consent Authority 

with in two months of the date of the audit report. 

Summary of key dates In the conditions [to be updated once conditions are finalised) 

Yearly dates to complete actions 
Date each vear Condition number Description 

By 30 June 14 Undertake soil testing ~ 

~ 
By 31 May 24 Provide current version of FEMP 

to Consent Authoritv. 
By 30 September 38 Summarise results of OverseerFM 

nitrogen loss modelling. 

B•t 3g Ne~emeer ¥-1 PreP.are repert fer GeAseAt 
Aut~ri~• if four •tear relliAg 
a,erage AitregeA less rate as 
meaellea iA aeeeraaAee with 
eeAailieA 36{el eMeeeas the 
haseliAe less rate set uAaer 
eeAaltieR 3§, 

WltRIA ~ meAths ef pre•,ialAg Q Prepare repert fer GeAseAt 
repert uAaer eeAaitieR 38 AutReritv If prealetee AltFegeA 

less rate fer the eemlAg year is 
aee.·e tRe easellAe less rate IA 
eeAeitieA 3§ ev mere tRaA 1QK 

Specific dates to complete actions 
Date Condition number Description 
30 September 2020 20 Submit certified Farm 

Environmental Management Plan 
to Consent Authority. 

1 July 2020 30 Submit certified Phosphorus 
Mitigation Plan to Certified 
Nutrient Management Advisor. 

80 September 2020 30 Submit certified Phosphorus 
Mitigation Plan to Consent 
Authority. 

Within two weeks of phosphorus 31 Provide written confirmation to 
loss mitigation measures being Consent Authority within two 
completed weeks of completion of the 

phosphorus loss mitigation 
measures. 

30 September 2021 32 Provide report to Consent 
Authority from Certified Nutrient 
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Specific dates to complete actions 
Date Condition number Description 

Management Advisor describing 
phosphorus mitigation measures. 

Within one year of providing the 34 Provide report to Consent 
updated phosphorus mitigation Authority from Certified Nutrient 
measures required by condition Management Advisor describing 
31(b) Implementation of phosphorus 

mitigation measures. 




